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Abstract

Background: A French law of 2009 made Therapeutic Education of Patient (TEP) mandatory in settings. This led to emerging new ways of practice. The TEP is often used in the context of chronic illness, which forces the sick persons to manage their care trajectories by themselves. TEP helps them to develop an active expertise, thanks to a personalized process based on an empathic approach. The introduction of TEP processes goes together with adaptations of the care relation. The objective of this article is to report the elements relative to the evolution of postures in nurse-sick person relation, emerged from a larger study on TEP.

Methods: We have opted for an approach of collaborative action research, with a qualitative methodology. Two series of comprehensive interviews were conducted at six months intervals, with several caregivers of hospital settings, sick persons, families, transversal workers in hospital, and external workers. This was accompanied by non-participative observations, collection of written prints of activity and focus groups. The results were obtained using thematic analysis.

Results: In their description of relation to caregivers, sick persons identify the following themes: status of subject, availability of caregivers, communication modalities, caregivers’ characteristics influencing the relation. Caregivers identifies the themes of the posture in relation and of the working conditions.

Conclusions and discussion: For what concern nurses, sick person’s report mainly a lack of physical or psychological availability, insufficient consideration for feelings, an absence of holistic view, a tendency to seize power. Regardless of its educative objectives, TEP is the opportunity for the caregiver to develop a qualitative relational dimension, based on a holistic conception of health and care and on an understanding of the complementarity of the role of both parties.

Introduction

This article focuses on elements related to the posture in caregiver-sick person relation. These elements emerge from a study on Therapeutic Education of Patient (TEP) and more specifically on the evolution of nurses’ and sick persons’ postures in the context of TEP implementation in French hospital settings.

Background

The French law « Hospital, Patient, Health and Territory » of 2009 made TEP mandatory in settings and marked out its use. This led to emerging new practices aiming to compliance and also to more individualized care and health paths, studied in a research program jointly conducted by the « Chaire de l’Institut d’Éducation Thérapeutique que de l’Université Pierre et Marie Curie » (Paris 6, France), by the « Centre de Recherche sur la Formation du Conservatoire national des Arts et Métiers » (Cnam-CRF, Paris, France) and by the « Ecole Centrale Supélec » [1].

Introducing TEP often goes together with a significant reorganization of care structures and activities, and with new learning’s for all actors which will lead to identity transformations. Understanding these transformations was the focus of the research program. This article will focus on the transformations of nurse-sick person relations.

Theoretical frame

A good understanding of what is at stake in these relations requires apprehending properly what are chronic illness, TEP and caregiver-sick person relation in the context of hospital settings in France.
The chronic illness imposes a long-lasting compliance, and the integration of its treatment and its consequences into daily life. The sick person needs thus time to accept and implement new behaviors: the so-called adhesion time [5–7]. The caregiver feels engaged in a race against time to prevent complications [6, 7]. So are the temporali-

des to develop the capacity to satisfy his health needs by himself and to mobilize the necessary resources so as to feel in control of his own life [14]. « A person is autonomized when he/she has enough knowledge to decide rationally, sufficient control and internal resources to implement his/her decisions, and the practical experience to assess the effectiveness of these decisions [14].

**Aim of the research**

As the sick person’s role in therapeutic process evolves simultaneously with the one of other actors of care system, the caregiver-sick person relations and their evolutions will be studied in the context of hospital settings practices.

Our objectives are to understand the impact of TEP introduction on the interactions between caregivers and sick persons, and to explore the evolutions of the mutual perceptions of actors and the way they live these evolving relations.

In this article, we address the evolution of postures of caregiver and sick person.

**Methodology**

**Action research**

We have opted for an approach of collaborative action research. This approach builds on partnership among all actors to elaborate scientific knowledge at the heart of the action, while constantly adjusting it [15].

This is a qualitative methodology, aiming to understand subjective phenomenons and their links.

**Overall view of the study**

The empirical stage includes two series of comprehensive interviews (semi directive), at six to eight months intervals, conducted with several caregivers of hospital settings, sick persons, families, transversal workers in hospital, and external workers. The first series of interviews is enriched with non-participative observations in settings, with collection of written prints of activity and with focus groups.

After the first series of interviews, an analysis is presented to every setting during a steering committee, in order to validate the understanding of the current functioning, to trigger reflection on needed adjustments and to identify the themes which will be treated during the second series of interviews.

This process takes place in three hospitals in Paris and one hospital in Franche-Comté (France). In each hospital, one to three settings are integrated to the study, in addition to transversal or external actors of the TEP process.

The diversity of settings allows exploring various situations regarding TEP: some services have already a well anchored TEP approach, others are initiating this type of process, one still has presently no TEP project.

The interviews inside the settings allow a good understanding of subjective real-life experiences. The interviews of transversal or external actors give an overall understanding of the design flow of the patient support process.
The sample size is function of its capacity to saturate the information. It represents 8 to 12 caregivers and 8 to 12 patients for each setting.

The interviews and focus groups data are treated by content or thematic analysis, following the three steps of categorization, description and theoretical explanation.

The theme of evolution of postures in the relation is especially explored in the interviews with nurses and patients.

If so wished, each hospital can have the study previously approved by an ethic committee. The presence of a sick expert in the research team contributes to ensure the respect of sick persons sensitivity during the interviews, and helps to focus the analysis on what is the most important for them, avoiding an excessive intellectualization disconnected from their real-life experience and feeling.

Result and Discussion
Relation as viewed by sick persons in the first series of interviews

Relation is influenced by the change of status lived by the patient during hospitalization: « When you enter the hospital, you are not the same person any more, you give up part of yourself to people whom you don’t know ».

In their description of relation to caregivers, sick persons identify the following themes: loss of status of subject (the sick person becomes a care object), insufficient availability of caregivers, diversity of communication modalities, caregivers’ characteristics influencing the relation.

About the feeling of becoming a care object, patients indicate that the professionals establish a relation only when they find it interesting for their own tasks and that they limit the content of the interaction to these tasks. Once they have obtained what they need, the interaction stops. The nurse-patient relation is based on technical care in which the patient’s body becomes an extension of medical material.

In the most extreme cases, patients do not know the identity of their caregiver’s nor their professional qualification.

In the eyes of patients, caregiver’s sometimes lack availability, be it time or psychological receptivity.

Communication is based on explanations, advices, control. There are only few questions about subjective real-life experience.

In terms of explanations, patients expect spontaneous and kindly delivered information. Some of them declare themselves satisfied, even though, according to our observations, they did not receive any real answer. Others complain about the necessity to question, sometimes repeatedly.

For some patients, not only do they have the right to be informed, but also to give their agreement: « The patient stays the master ». This covers decisions on diagnosis and treatment but also on daily care: meals, schedule of care, use of a blanket in case of fever, etc.

Sometimes, patients note an inadequacy in the relation, particularly the taking into account of their feelings, especially by doctors. «Repeatedly, I state that they have studied cardiology but no psychology».

 […] They are not equipped for... they evacuated all this for the benefit of the technicality». The quoted patient thinks that nurses are more sensitive to his feelings: « More importantly, they hear what is not said».

Other patients identify a caregivers’ seizure of power in the relation, through subtle attitudes like: using a childish or too scientific vocabulary, nurses coming in force to face an annoying patient, doctors asserting their qualification to make their decisions indisputable.

Other factors enhance the establishment of the relation, among which spatial proximity, time, psychological receptiveness, lack of fear.

In short, patients feel at ease in the relation with caregivers not as much for their professional qualification than for their capacity to listen, their availability and receptiveness.

The patient’s entourage has also an important role in helping the sick person to understand medical information and to take health-related decisions. A close relative can give advice or even take decisions. Family’s words can weigh more than those of caregivers. Families are also more involved in psychological support.

In conclusion, from the sick person’s point of view, the quality of caregiver-sick person relation is experienced as extremely important, it is for obtaining information’s, feeling supported or simply feeling considered as a human and implicated person. Expectations differ depending on the caregiver’s nature: information’s are mainly expected from doctors, listening and support from nurses. The most influencing factor seems to be the professional’s posture in the interaction.

Often, the relation is judged insufficient. Reasons can be lack of time, lack of psychological receptiveness, lack of communication skills. Furthermore, a caregiver showing few or no wish to implicate the sick person -notwithstanding to collect his agreement - instills a patient’s feeling of reification.

Communication gaps can be, at least partially, counterbalanced by the support of close relatives.

Relation as viewed by caregivers

Practicing TEP can lead the caregiver to re-examine his/her position in the care relation. Instead of limiting the interaction to the current act, TEP requires successive interactions, the continuity of which allows the development of the relation [12]. To take into account the knowledge, capacities, values, wishes and needs of the patient, allows to break the natural asymmetry of caregiver-sick person relation, and to restore a level of mutuality [12,13]. The objective is not simply the realization of a care act, as a finished product supplied by the caregiver, but is also the amplification, as far as possible, of the patient’s power on his own life and, in particular, on his health trajectory: in short, to “autonomize” him [14]. A long time is required to build this care relation, which is the basis of the development of the TEP process.

A repetitive and fragmented care organization is deeply incompatible with the nurses’ holistic conception of care. The difficulty they have to devote time as they would like to the care of patients, leaves them strongly frustrated and increases their stress. They claim that they are not able to think about quality of care, and that they have to limit their ambition to simply achieve strictly essential acts: «Quality, forget about it, we are already happy if we are able to ensure a minimal level of safety ».
The important psychological load caused by these working conditions is an obstacle to the psycho-affective mobilization required for an empathic attitude towards patients. In addition to the frustration comes the fear of misconduct: « A day will come when, because of stress, we will make a mistake, it is unavoidable ».

The experience of TEP-trained caregivers confirms it. Once they became conscious of the worthiness of the holistic view allowed by a therapeutic relation, the perspective of coming back to a functional care as it prevails in conventional settings becomes unsustainable. A similar discomfort affects doctors who support TEP principles: they receive criticisms from colleagues whose more traditional care practices are less well received.

Besides education about treatment, TEP is perceived as effective in developing a confidence climate, which means: to be perceived by the patient as a person of confidence, referent for his/her health path; and also, to feel confident that the sick person is capable to manage his/her illness, and to be able to transmit this feeling. It is the quality of the relation which has been initiated by the TEP process, which is underlined by nurses as critical to establish this climate.

Conclusion and Avenues for Practice, Management, Education and Research

Sick persons identify missing elements in the relations usually maintained with caregivers. More specifically for what concern nurses, they reported mainly a lack of physical or psychological availability, insufficient consideration for feelings, an absence of holistic view, a tendency to seize power, etc.

Regardless of its educative objectives, TEP is the opportunity for the caregiver to develop a qualitative relational dimension, based on a holistic conception of health and care and on an understanding of the complementarily of the role of both parties, what requires to autonomize the sick person.

It is difficult to determine which the causal factor is: is it a different conception of relation that leads some caregivers to TEP, or is it their discovery of TEP that leads them to a new conception of the relational dimension of care?

Whatever the answer, it looks obvious that TEP practice induces a posture change in relation: for the patient, led to professionalize himself as sick person, as well as for the caregiver. This change could be viewed as a revolutionary new care paradigm, but nurses can see it more like a return to the roots, the fundamentals of relation as studied during their initial education but faded away in a working context making them impracticable.

These conclusions have implications on clinical practice: they show the importance, for nurses, to rethink their posture if they want to develop an optimal relational dimension, allowing to ensure qualitative care and to thrive on their work. TEP projects can help achieve this.

Managers are also invited to rethink the care organization in order to allow a holistic care giving room to the caregiver-sick person relation. Reflection on care pathway should also be developed, in particular to reconcile the organizational temporalities of settings and institutions with the individual temporality of sick persons.

Nursing teachers should further develop knowledge on caregiver-sick person relation and increase posture training, through activities of self-development and emotional management.

Lastly, we identify some research gaps. Among others, research should further explore the knowledge, know-how and attitudes developed by settings during their TEP practice and, more widely, about caregiver-sick person relation. A particular attention should be given to the implications for the working organization modalities on this relation.
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